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FCr/e/t *572. AugtM 28,1^3.
HoeJm ReAeoAch. LTbaaay, Box 1270, 
Gaand FoaIza, BC Canada. VOH 1H0

after leaving the Church = than they 
earned in 10 years in the Church. But 
jnknowingly-they still carry around Lao-
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STEPS11 to Christ- 
ihow glad we are that the URIAH SMITlSself in the Mirror.

and they LEFT without a Shelter froi 
the BURNING WRATH - BURNING WRATH 
BURNING WRATH~of~Ged, in the SEVEN 
LAST PLAGUE sC" EW 44» (See what 
they LEFT OUT here = PT 22. LEFT 
OUT by the "LOVE'-! Cult.)

• NO ANGER?-
"THEREFORE what is done to rescue

READ- THIS:
"Satan was trying his every Art to 
HOLD=THEM^HERE^THEY*WERE», until 
the SEALING~was PAST,~until the cov
ering was drawn over GOD'S PEOPLE,

love-slobber~
"hey went from "TEARS-IN-HIS«V0ICE"

"LOVE UNLIMITED" to "
and they will End up on the Devil's Trai 
lowered by:"UNIVERSALISM!" All men 5ave<|= 
even the Devil. EW 88,263

MANY WRITE

LOVE? -
’ "All their WICKEDNESS- is in Gilgal:. for 

there I HATED THEM: for the WICKEDNESS' 
of their doings I will DRIVE^THEM^FROM^ 
VINE=HOUSE, I will LOVE them NO MORE: • :■ 
.111 their PRINCES are REVOLTERS." Hosea

f 9:15. "Many HOUSES now supposed to stand 
secure = will FALLi The Lord declares 
that He will NOT ACCEPT divided service.. 
9f all such Christ says:..."! will spew 

thee OUT of My Mouth."... SATAN has come 
UN...and has led the "PROFESSED" follow
ers of Christ AWAY from their LEADER,___

CLASSING them with the (LAST CHURCH) ths 

j_______
'We must cherish LOVE, not that which 
is falsely called:"CHARITY", which woul1 
lead us to love SIN * and cherish SIN
GERS...as soon as they become SELF-CONF I- }souls from the COMING STORM OF WRATH

:hey will find many of those "PRAVERS"" 
odged in the Attic. That is as HIGH as 

GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" rhey went. And it is "LOVE" for YOUR 
i SOUL = that is telling you this* 

THE IMPOSTER
'...by professing "HOLINESS" they deceive 

MANY...SATAN is willing that every trans- 
:hat they have LEARNED MORE in 3 months gressor of God's Law shall CLAIM to be 

'HOLY." This is what he himself is doing. 
...they speak of their "LOVE" for God. 
3ut God does not recognize their "LOVE" 

dicean TRADITIONS. And Babylon TRADITIONS.for it is a Delusion of the Enemy." Ev. 
597. 1893 GW 228. RH A4:193.

"SEVER the LINKS which have BOUND yov 
to those who LOVE^NOT=GOD and the TRUTH> 
P2:48. "Men who stand in very responsible 
Positions at the HEART of the Work are 
. XSLEEP. SA TAN has PARALYZED them...they 
see NO CAUSE to raise an ALARM. To THEM 
everything seems to be going WEL1A.."Ye 
take too much upon you, seeing*tne Con
gregation are HOLY, everyxone=of*:them! " 
...Why don't they prophecy SMOOTH THINGS, 
and cry: "PEACE, PEACE?"...And SATAN ex
alts! " 12:439,440.

"THESE^DUMB—DOGS that would not Ban 
...all perish together." T5:211-2.

DENT they are LEFT to themselves 
that they will be CONTENT with reach 
ing a WORLDLY STANDARD»" T4s558-9.

LOVE?
"I will MOCK when your FEAR cometh, 
when your FEAR cometh as DESOLATION 
and your DESTRUCTION cometh as a 
WHIRLWIND...Then shall they call 
upon Me, but I will not answer... 
For the turning away of the SIMPLE 
shall SLAY them. But whoso hearken- 
eth unto Me, shall dwell SAFELY, ait 
shall be quiet from FEAR of EVIL." 
T4:208-9. ___________ _______

,,fWHAT DOES THE:TrL0VE" CULT SAY?
(IN THE R&H and in the VOP-NEWS = 
A DOZEN TIMES!-and not a "MAN" in
Israel to "MEET IT!V)

' "GOD LOVES.ALL MEN>EVERYWHERE^ 
AND AS LONG AS LIFE- SHALL- LAST!" • • 
111- Then there is NO JUDGMENT?* * 
(2) NOT "INVESTIGATIVE"- nor any <• * 
other Kind? NO SEALING? --- -

NO SANCTUARY? NO CLOSE-PROBATION 
NO 7 LAST-PLAGUES?’-* * 
NO ARMAGEDDON?- - - 
NO MIDN-4GHT CRY? - 
NO SEPARATION-SHAKING?— 
NO LOUD CRY?-’ ......................
OR are these the-"DUMB DOGSrv- 

that would not BARK!" T5-211-2.
(10) NO WARNING MESSAGE? ALL "LOVE1 L

because FROOM and ANDERSON gave the MINI 
>TERS higher GRADES and BIGGER CHURCHES, 
if they obtained their DEGREES from the 
Jniversities of BABYLON. How BABYLON can 
mix the "UNLIMITED LOVE" of God together 
with "UNENDING HELL-TORMENT^-we have 
lever been able to put together.

BR1NSMEAD
^rhaps we should learn a Lesson from 
JRINSMEAD-. He himself PLAINLY WROTE that 
in 1972 he went over to the HEPPENS'TALL 
position < no CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE 
11 11 Chris t-Mes s i a h comes

Like the SWINE that went over the 
>1 iff=and were drowned in the Sea - THAT 

was where BRINSMEAD went into the Drink. 
That was the LAST PUSH = off the PATH — - 
into the Wicked World below* I heard 
WILSON on the "IT IS WRITTEN" programe 
this Day — in a Posture of INFALLIBILITY 
low does be do everything so RlGHT? By 
’PRAYER"- "PRAYER"' paves the Way for the 
INFALLIBILITY. The Day he put HEPPENSTAL 
in charge of ANDREWS = like the SAME BLUN
DER he made when they Voted FORD into 

that "SEAT-OF-LIES!"»when they sponsored 
:hat MAXWE-LL BOOK like no other Book in* 

__Adventist History-like the FUMBLING of 
:he DAVENPORT CASE = like the FIASCO of 
’KEY '73"“this "BORN-LOSER" has to show 

his Face 00 TELEV1SI ON.= how does he do 
Everything so RIGHT? By praying t© him-| 

? ■' “*-------- 1 |f they tear that
building apart = like some Old Churches- 

-------------------------- L

Once in a while (too many Times) = 
we are Plagued with the Laodicean 
Tradition that a Christian NEVER, 
gets "ANGRY." That this is the Tes . 
for a Christian, Does he ever get 
"ANGRY." And do we write him off’ 

THIS TRADITION '
is partly or solely due to that ER
SATZ man-made FIRST CHAPTER of S.C. 
What is the Book:

nSTEPS TO CHRIST?n
11 was meant to be the TRUTH of the: 
MESSAGE of 1888L. -1888 was the Year 
of the FIRST "CHANGED" GC. With 
1,000 changesAnd NOBODY but NO
BODY has denied2 that Statement yet. 
And NOBODY WILL — not if they have 
to pay $l.oo for every CHANGE over 
1,000. THE CHANGED BOOK was much of 
the FIGHT of 1888—and is WHY they 
put that under Wraps.. But it all 
comes out given enough TIME. That 
was WHY she DID NOT turn SC over to 
them to maul around. But gave it to 
F.H. REVELL CO. , in 1892..

YOUR BOOK
may show that = but that is a LIE! 
Because FLEMi NG HREVELL C0-, mos*: 
certainly DID NOT have that SPURI
OUS first nTEARS»IN-HIS-VOICE" re- 
ference or "LOVE" chapter in it. 
That was manipulated by the "LOVE 
UNLIMITED" - SPIRITUALISM CULT of 

. <GC 554,558.Ev.597. TM 442. PK 675.
’FLEMING REVELL certainly DID NOT 

i "COPYRIGHT” that first SPURIOUS
"LOVE" Chapter. No way. The Lord 
id id not know the "

Hl
k |or the HEPPENSTALLS helped Him out,

. __ _     — ---- ------
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doing it. 
d i se,

"JUDGING!"
"IMPUGNING!

must be done BEFORE Jesus leaves the 
Most Holy "PLACE" of the Heavenly 
Sanctuary."

It is TIME for YOU to REPENT of 
'/our SIN in going by a FALLEN MINI
STRY!

TO BE SAVED.
You are going to do some 
fou are going to do some 
Jhen their "MOTIVES" are as CLEAR 
as a HULA DANCER in a TRANSPARENT 
SKIRT. N0=QUESTI0N=AB0UT=lT!

L0VE THE SINNER? H
"Thou HATEST all W&rkers of INIQUIU j 
...THE LORD WILL ABHOR the Bloody 

_____ ' man ... DESTROY THOU 
_  _Psa L6 L10 .

(Do you need 200 MORE? READ ON in 
the PSALMS and MARK the word:"HATE! 
"God is ANGRY with the WICKED = 
every Day I" Psa .7:11.)

One was PROVEN to have received "FINDER 
FEES" for $103,809.32 another check for 
$149,273-88. As well as (if that was noi 
enough!) receiving from Davenport:"CLEAind Deceitful 
TITLE" to some Property It might be 
said in his Case = they did NOTHING! 
But "FORGIVE" and "FORGET." So let us 
learn our Lessons. WHAT LESSONS? How to 
9et_away_wjth_jt?_(READjJJ)

LOVE THE SINNER?
Then you "LOVE" the Sin also. There 
is no other way. "But the GENERAL 
SLAUGHTER of all those who do not 
thus SEE. . .and BEGIN at My Sanctuaig 
..."Neither will I be with you any
more, except ye DESTROY the ACC UR SIL 
from among you." T3:267. Ezekiel 9: 
RH A2:49. GC 609,656.

THE QUESTION IS CLEAR: 
i/Vhich Side do you "JUDGE" is RIGHT? 
Then take that Side. Because, like 
it or not=THAT is the SIDE=God will 
put you on! "He will CONDEMN both 
ALIKE!_" FCE 482. T5:103. TM 275. 

"

MOSES
)RAMA (1) = KD+A SYMPATHIZERS came 
to KILL Moses and Aaron. Becauze: 
"Ye have KILLED the people of the 
Lord!" PP 402.
)RAMA (2)= Moses sent Aaron as fast 
as his feet would carry him = to get 
■IRE off the Altar to make an ATONE
MENT for the Rebels. Had he not dore 
this:
)RAMA (3)=a great deal MORE than 
14,000 would have lain DEAD! PP 403 
JRAMA (4) = just such MISPLACED SYM- 
3ATHY for the WRONG SIDE = is the 
SIN against the HOLY GHOST! PP 405-

I feel Sorry for your Children = they 
did not need to Die with you. YOU could 
have SAVED THEM!

REMEMBER THIS:
At the Golden Calf=and in the Case of 
KD+A(K0RAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM) PP 401 . 
SOP 1:302. The ENTIRE MINISTRY=the 250 
"PRINCES OF REN0WN"=were ATOMIZED on the 
Spot = for the SIN of -."SYMPATHY ." So 
while you show your ANGER at us for tel 
ing it as it is = do you NOTICE = you 
do not REBUKE THEM? Just like Old Eli. 
Just like the 250 "Princes of Renown." 
Show which SIDE you are ON! And see if 
in 1,000 Cases = if God ended up "LOV
ING" the "SINNER!" What RUBBISH!
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THEM, O GOD!"

' ANGELS ARE MOVED WITH: 
"INDIGNATION!" EW 177. "ALL HEAVEN 
was moved with INDIGNATION!" EW 215, 
220. "SATAN looks with "GREAT SATIS
FACTION!" EW 221. (Are we like all 
HEAVEN = in:"I ND IGNATION!" or like 
the Devil: "WITH GREAT SATISFACTION 1 
Or like LAODICEA: "LUKEWARM?") 

WE DO NOT SEE 
anyone crying out AGAINST the SINS 
of the Church or it's Leaders WITH
OUT some HEALTHY ^ENMITY!" Then see 
these "LOVE UNLIMITED!" Cult develop 
some "RAGE!" and "IRE!" to the Point 
of "MURDER!" EW 222-225.

JESUS AND ALL THE: 
"HEAVENLY HOST looked with DISGUST 
upon the Scene." EW 228. We have 
seen MINISTERS = so ANGRY they could 
"CHEW NAILS!"=the CLENCHED FISTS 
with WHITED KNUCKLES = and through 
CLENCHED TEETH = DEMANDING us to 
have "TEARS" in our "VOICE" if we 
talk against THEM! They have one 
Religion for us = another for them. 
"These FALSE SHEPHERDS stood in the 
way. ..preached SMOOTH THINGS..UNITED 
with SATAN. . .crying, "PEACE, PEACE! " 
Seemed their bounded Duty:"The Gar
ments of these UNCONSECRATED SHEP
HERDS were covered with the BLOOD= 
OF=SOULS...GREAT RAGE...from the 
ANGRY MOB." EW 234. It seems that 
"ANGER" is LEGITIMATE as long as it 
is from the:"ANGRY MOB!" EW 234.

ANGELS TURN:
'^IN DISGUST from the Scene! " EW 268 .

EW 48.
ANGRY

Do any in Heaven become:"ANGRY! 
fore this Time? Is the:"BURNI NG 
WRATH" of God held in check BEFORE 
the 7 Last Plagues? EW 44,48. The 
"WRATH" of God will be"APPEASED" by 
the final DESTRUCTION of the WICKED. 
EW 51 Not to "JUDGE" his "CHARACTER" or MOTIVES 

If you cannot "JUDGE" his CHARACTER = 
you need a NEW CONSCIENCE! Because God’s 
SEALED SAINTS will:"CRY ALOUD!" and 
"SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" Not 
cover-up for them. Or be so "KIND"=(N0T 
TO US!)=so "UNDERSTANDING" that they EX
CUSE it all. (But not us!)

JUDGING is a Two-Way Street. If YOU 
do not JUDGE = God will JUDGE YOU! His 
last Message is:"Come APART and be ye 
SEPARATE!" There must be some REASON 
why you cannot do that. The REASON will 
soon be apparent as the "DESTROYING AN- 
-GELS" follow the SEALING ANGEL. To "SLA/
UTTERLY!"

"The ANGEL is to place a MARK upon 
the FOREHEAD of ALL who are SEPARATED 
from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROY
ING Angel will follow, to slay UTTERLY 
both Old and Young." T5:505. DA 152. 
RH A2:255. SG 2:201.

"Jesus and the Angels look upon them in 
ANGER!...God will restrain His ANGER but 
little longer, His WRATH burns against 
this Nation." EW 274-5.

WHAT IS A HYPOCRITE?
Is it not one who calls on YOU to do 
what HE will NEVER DO? No SIGN of him 

Elder Streifling of the Para- 
CA Church many Years ago= told me 

he got a great Kick out of my EXPOSITIOI 
of that FAKE TESTIMONY = at that Time.

HERE IS THE TRUTH:
"The GRACE that Christ IMPLANTS in the 
soul creates the ENMITY against Satan. 
Without this converting GRACE and renew
ing POWER, man would continue the cap
tive of Satan, a servant ever ready to 
do his bidding. BUT=THE=NEW=PRINCIPLE ii 
the soul creates CONFLICT where hitherto 
had been peace. The POWER which Christ 
IMPARTS, enables man to RESIST the TY
RANT and USURPER. Whoever is seen to AB
HOR sin instead of LOVING it, whoever 
RESISTS and CONQUERS those PASSIONS tha b 
have held sway WITHIN, displays the opera 
tion of a principle wholly from above." 
1884 GC 325. GC 506.RH A5:235. MM 143-4. 
SM 1:254. B2:6,8. T5-.146. COL 271. Ev .297

ENMITY
What is the above saying? It is the Hol/ 
Spirit that gives you:"ENMITY!" If that 
is NOT what it is saying = what is it 
saying? If you read of the WILSONS and 
how they are handling the DAVENPORT CASI 
read it in "SPECTRUM" for JUNE 1983 = 
and if you have no "ENMITY"=you and the 
HARLOT are ONE! ADVENTIST FORUMS, $4.00 
§2*_533P2_Takoma_Pa rk2_Mary_[andA2091_22_ 
A PRIVATE LETTER=gently tapping the 80 
GUILTY in the Davenport SWINDLE on the 
Wrist = and TRANSFERI NG them to another 
Location or Position. What a "PUNISH
MENT!" One such, slated for "TRANSFER"= 
RETAINED his "PRESIDENCY." This case 
MIGHT have implicated "WILSON." Is that 
one good reason for the "COVER-UP?" One 
CRIMINAL SUSPECT = chaired the investi
gation of his OWN CASE!
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